High-visibility clothing that creates its own lighting

It's raining. It's dark. You can hardly see your hand in front of your face. But because you’re someone who works for the emergency services, a road maintenance company or a construction site, you still have to get out there. Because you have your job to do. Your job is tough and the worse the visibility, the more dangerous it is. If you work outside in all weathers, you should ensure that you are always clearly visible.

uvex high-visibility clothing minimises the dangers. uvex has specifically designed the products in its protection active flash collection with light guides by OSRAM®. The result is self-illuminating jackets and vests that make sure you are visible in even the most adverse weather conditions.

What if you also need to cycle to and from work in these adverse conditions, in the dark or in the fog? An actively illuminated vest will keep you safe on your commute as well.
Visible advantages

Certified
High visibility standard
20471

min.
20 wash cycles guaranteed

Light guides
2,500 hours guaranteed service life

Sustainable
Battery life
8 hours

Low 5 V
for working safely in wet conditions

EMC-tested
failure-free

100% visibility thanks to large light guide surface

Safe use in traffic
For all industries in which poor visibility is part of the job:

- Transport & logistics
- Motorway and road maintenance
- Fire brigade, police, emergency services etc.
- Construction industry
- Cities and municipalities
- Forestry

### Vest

- **Art. no. 17255**
  - fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange
  - M to 3XL
- **Material**: 60% polyester, 35% cotton, approx. 245 g/m²
- **Description**: active protection thanks to horizontal and vertical light guide system
  - Velcro fastening to quickly close the vest

### Vest

- **Art. no. 89909**
  - fluorescent yellow
  - Art. no. 89718
  - fluorescent orange
  - M to 3XL
- **Material**: 100% polyester, mesh
- **Description**: active protection thanks to vertical light guide system
  - Velcro fastening to quickly close the vest

### Softshell jacket

- **Art. no. 99910**
  - fluorescent yellow, grey
  - S to 6XL
- **Material**: 100% polyester, with 3-layer lining, approx. 240 g/m²
- **Description**: windproof and waterproof high-visibility softshell jacket
  - Active protection thanks to vertical light guide system
  - Active protection thanks to integrated light guide system
  - Napoleon pocket on the left and two large side pockets with zip
  - 10,000 mm water column rating
  - Lightweight, robust and breathable material
Battery pack
Art. no. 8997100

Description: • mobile external battery
Dimensions: 113 x 58 x 12 mm, approx. 100 g